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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this paper is to describe the current status in the Brazilian
academic writings and case law regarding the social function of contracts (the first part
addresses this topic) – identifying the social function of the contract under the view of the
distributive character of the “social justice”, which is inherent to the Social State. Second, the
paper suggests a critical analysis about the consensus that is arising among Brazilian jurists
and judges concerning the social function, starting with a view defended by the school of
economic analysis of the Law.
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The new Civil Code (NCC), which was published in 2002 and became effective in 2003, brought
about significant changes compared with the old one. Not from a quantitative standpoint
(number of sections), but from a qualitative one (content of the rules). Maybe the most
controversial rule is section 421, that provides as follows: “Section 421. The freedom to contract
shall be exercised by reason and within the limitations of the social function of the contract”.
This is an unprecedented provision in the country's legislation, which has long included
constitutional rules about the social function of the property (which will not be analyzed in this
paper).

  

 

  

This paper intends to describe the current status in the Brazilian academic writings and case
law regarding the social function of contracts (the first part addresses this topic) – which usually
identifies the social function of the contract under the view of the distributive justice inherent to
the Social State, with the purpose of balancing the economic and factual power between the
parties. Second, the paper suggests a critical reading about the consensus that is coming up
among Brazilian jurists and judges concerning the social function of contracts, starting with a
view defended by the school of economic analysis of Law, substantiated by the work of Cooter
and Ulen, [2]  as well as by the contributions of the New Institutional Economics of North [3]
Williamson
[4]
and Coase
[5]
(which does not necessarily exclude other scopes of approaches such as, for instance,
Luhmann’s theory of systems). In Brazil, the references are the works organized by Sztajn and
Zylbersztajn
[6]
and by Pinheiro and Saddi
[7]
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.

  

 

  

It will be demonstrated at the end of this paper that the consensus among Brazilian academic
writers is mistaken when it defends the social function based on an idea of distributive justice
and when it seeks to make “social justice” by interfering with contractual relations. In other
words, the national consensus fails when it supports that the contract would not be a space for
the contracting parties, but for society as a whole, where the community interests and social
welfare would prevail11 since this reasoning ultimately creates a judicial precedent for constant
magistrates reviews of contracts, with state interference on the agreement between the parties
favoring the weaker party in the bargain.

  

 

  

From an economic perspective, even if the prevailing social interest is waived, the arguments
supporting the distributive or Public Law criteria to contracts (private space) does not make
sense, as it ends up confusing the community interest with the protection of the weakest party
(often reflecting an individual interest instead of a community one). Social interest does not
always mean interference in order to favor one of the contracting parties. On the contrary,
recent examples show that state interference with parties’ bargained agreements can favor the
weakest party in the dispute and harm community interests, as it disarranges the marketplace,
which is based upon the expectations of the economic agents.

  

 

  

In this regard, the review of business contracts can lead to juridical instability, and to insecurity
in the economic scenario, which would result in more transactions costs for the parties to
negotiate and to enforce their deals. Furthermore, those contract review cases show that the
risk or even the loss arising from the interference is shared by society as a whole, which ends
up having to bear the costs of the least efficient economic unit, by having to share the losses
the latter has suffered paying for the legally protected insolvent (as it paradigmatically occurs
with banking interests, and as it has occurred in a soy financing agreement in the state of Goiás
[8]
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).

  

 

  

But that is not all. The current financial difficulties faced by welfare-protecting governments,
fostering policies aiming to distribute wealth and not necessarily in generating it, globalization, a
networked society and the organization of economic blocs challenge the Social State model
itself (as it was originally conceived), and, consequently, the distribution model based on the
ideal of “social justice” and of “humanization” of capitalism by means of the contract. In fact, it is
the development of the capitalist system that makes the means of social progress viable, so one
must think of a legal system that better contributes to this purpose and not one that conflicts
with it.

  

 

  

The method used in this research is fundamentally theoretical and uses bibliographical review
and judicial precedents to illustrate the arguments.

  

 

  

I – THE CURRENT CONSENSUS REGARDING THE SOCIAL FUNCTION OF THE
CONTRACT  

  

 

  

            We are moving towards a consensus in the national academic writings concerning the
meaning of the social function of the contract provided for in the New Brazilian Civil Code
(NCC). This (almost) [9]  unanimous opinion derives from the survey of articles published in
major national periodicals between the years 2003 and 2005. [10]  A
significant part of the researched authors understands the social function as the expression of
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“social justice” as directives within the contract scope inherent to the 
Welfare State
. 
It is a phenomenon referred to as “publicizing”, “socialization” or even as “constitutionalization”
of Private Law, which resulted in institutes traditionally belonging to Civil Law – such as the
contract and property – being guided by distributive criteria inherent to Public Law,  and to some
extent, transferring to private parties some of government’s tasks.

  

            

  

            The principle of the social function is perceived, within this “near” consensus, as a
limitation to the principle of contractual freedom – now seen as of a typically bourgeois nature
and consolidated by the civil codes of the 19th Century such as the Code Civil and the Burgerlic
hesgesetzbuch
(BGB) – which is considered individualistic.
The social function of the contract would ensure the prevalence of the community interests over
individual interests.
Essentially, this means (although not all the above-mentioned authors agree on that) the
protection of the weakest party in the bargain, which would often not manifest his/her own free
will, but succumb to the greater bargaining power of the economically stronger party or even to
(re) distribute the economic benefits of the contract in spite of the bargain of the parties.
Therefore, this is a contract concept model that assumes contractual freedom to be fictitious,
and it is more appropriate to speak about submission when the economic power unbalances the
bargaining power between the parties. This would also mean identifying the legitimate interests
of third parties (therefore extraneous to the contract) to be protected.  Hence, as the arguments
go, there would be a need for the State (the Congress and the courts) to interfere with the
contract so as to adjust the parties’ bargaining position.

  

 

  

In this regard, the words of Judith Martins Costa are paradigmatic: “The principle of the social
function, now expressly supported by the Civil Code constitutes, in general terms, the social
expression within Private Law, projecting, in its regulatory corpora, and in various legal subjects,
the guideline of social solidarity (Federal Constitution, section 3º, III, in fine). (...) the principle of
the social function, (...) indicates a path to follow, as opposed to predatory individualism”
[11]
.
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What about judicial precedents? In Brazil, as in countries of Roman-German-Canonic tradition
in general, they are strongly influenced by academic writings, which play a fundamental role in
the juridical praxis. Therefore, court decisions will often be highly influenced by the opinions of
academics.

  

 

  

In this respect, on the basis of the social function of the contracts, some judges have been
reviewing contracts under the political reasoning of protecting the weak against the strong,
society as whole (for example, the borrower) instead of the individual (for example, the financial
institution). By the same token, a portion of the judiciary has been prohibiting the interruption of
water and electricity supply, as well as of everything related to “human dignity”, even if the
interruption is allowed in the relevant water or electricity regulations and in the agreements
entered into by and between the parties. One example can be found in the digests of the Civil
Appeal no. 70010372027, 9th Civil Panel of Judges of the Supreme Court of the State of Rio
Grande do Sul, August 10, 2005:

  

 

  

“NATIONAL HOUSING SYSTEM. contractual review action. INCOME COMMITment PLAN.
PRICE TABLE. CAPITALIZATION. SOCIAL FUNCTION OF THE CONTRACT. INSURANCE.

  

 

  

Possibility of reviewing and adapting the contract, thus balancing the business relations
between the parties within those parameters conferred by the Rule of Law and the inherent
function of the Judiciary.
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(...) 6. The iniquitous application of the PRICE TABLE is withdrawn, and the calculation method
for simple interest is adopted, with the purpose of avoiding the anatocism and the geometric
and exponential progression of the interests.

  

 

  

7. When the contract stipulates debit balance indexation according to the savings account
index, monthly interests are embedded into the balance and each monthly rate is applied to the
previous one, resulting in the computation of interests on interests. These shall be excluded and
only the Referential Rate (TR) shall be maintained, since it is accepted as an updating index.”

  

 

  

In this case, as it usually happens in literally thousands of cases in course in the Rio Grande do
Sul Courts, the Supreme Court of the State of Rio Grande do Sul has changed the housing
financing agreement executed between the bank and the borrower, in order to “strike a balance”
to the bargain. The Supreme Court understood that the PRICE table (an interest calculation
method used in financial mathematics) used to calculate the interests was abusive because it
generated the computation of interests in interests, and that is anatocism, which, according to
the understanding of the same Court, is not lawful.

  

 

  

Another judgment of the Supreme Court of the State of Rio Grande do Sul (TJRS) stated: “The 
social function of the contract
has the objective of preventing the burden of onerous and harming clauses on economically
weaker contracting parties” (Attachment of the Civil Appeal No. 70011602091, Fifteenth Civil
Panel of Judges, Supreme Court of the State of Rio Grande do Sul, decided on June 8, 2005).
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 In the High Court of Appeals (STJ), due to the social function of the contract principles, those
banks which operated with credit lines for construction companies have their mortgage rights
weakened. The STJ has preferred, in more than one occasion, to protect the interests of the
real estate purchaser (High Court of Appeals, Appellate Review no. 187.940, Relater Associate
Justice Ruy Rosado de Aguiar Jr. and Appelate Review no. 316.640, Relater, Associate Justice
Nancy Andrighi). For these cases, the construction company has taken out a bank loan for the
construction of a building (guaranteed by a mortgage over the property being built), and
undertaken to sell the future apartment to the final purchaser (which, it must be noted, is not
forbidden by law). Thus, the construction company used the funds received from the bank as
well as from the purchasers. But in the aforementioned cases the construction company did not
pay the bank, which resulted in the mortgagee seeking to take possession of the property. 

  

 

  

Here, another peculiarity of the Brazilian legal system comes to mind. Precedents from higher
courts are not binding on the lower courts. Therefore, in spite of the High Court of Appeals
judgment prohibiting legal intervention on banking interests (as a general rule) – because this
subject pertains to the monetary policy within the authority of the Central Bank of Brazil – the
State Courts may continue decide against the High Court of Appeals’ case law.

  

            

  

The inhuman aspect of this “social” or “solidarist” model, as it has been called, is the high risk of
“politization” of Law, or, in Luhmann’s [12]  language (and maybe Weber’s [13]  and Parsons’s
language) [14]
the attempt of domination of the judicial reasoning by political reasoning.  Thus, the legal
system, which has its own language, its own binary code (lawful-unlawful), gets contaminated
by the political language, by the political code (can-cannot), and even by the political reasoning.
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This “politization” of the judicial system goes beyond the Judiciary due to the ascendancy of the
academic circles over it. [15]  A study by Armando Castelar Pinheiro shows that more than 70%
of the surveyed judges prefer to make “social justice” instead of applying “black letter” law and
contractual terms. [16]

  

        

  

Therefore, for this “solidarist” model, the social function of the contract would mean correcting
the power imbalance within the contractual sphere, in order to correct the social inequality,
disregarding the consequences to the economic system.

  

  

  

In economic analysis, this reasoning does not make sense, especially if one takes into account
that law and, specifically, contracts exist in a market environment, as we will see in the next
topic.

  

 

  

II – THE SOCIAL FUNCTION OF THE CONTRACT IN A MARKET ECONOMY

  

 

  

From the viewpoint of the economic analysis of law, the existence of community interests
worthy of protection in contractual relationships should not be ignored.  However, the
community can be identified in the market framework lying behind the contract being enforced,
and behind the legal proceedings related to the dispute pertaining to it. In this regard, the
community in a financial housing agreement is represented by the chain or network of
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borrowers (and potential borrowers) who depend on the compliance of the agreement of that
individual, in order to feed the national housing system with funds, therefore making new loans
possible for those who need them. [17]  Thus, if the chain is broken by contractual breaches,
that community will lose (as it will be left without funds and pay higher interests). This happens
because, conceptually and even in real life, banks do not lend their own money, but funds
acquired from the market.

  

 

  

This understanding also applies to insurance policies. In this regard the phrase coined by the
jurist Ovídio Baptista da Silva concerning the contractual relations linked to insurance and social
security issues is most appropriate, where there exists a “a relation of community interests” [18
] .
In these operations, it is necessary to generate a large number of analogous contracts in order
to form the community fund that will support the interest of everyone, whose satisfaction and
safety will depend, on a large scale, on the preservation and compliance with this chain of
contracts.

  

 

  

Hence, one cannot think about the community interests in a contractual relationship and
disregard the environment in which it is enforced – which, undoubtedly, is the market. [19]  The
analysis focus cannot be on the relationship itself, which is always bilateral. Society will be
represented by the participants (actual or potential) that integrate a certain market of goods and
services (which, in the case of the housing financing example, are those borrowers who
integrate the national housing system).

  

 

  

Thus, it is necessary to know that there is a market, which is a space for social and community
interaction. Indeed, the market exists as a spontaneous social institution, i.e., as a social fact. 
In Coase’s words, the market “is an institution that exists to facilitate the exchange of goods and
services, i.e., it exists with the purpose of reducing the costs when exchange operations are
conducted.” [20]  In fact, when it serves as a public space for exchanges, it guarantees a
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behavior reference that affects the expectations of the economic agents (those that participate
in the struggle supply and demand forces), whose result is a balanced status (positive or
negative) – good or bad. If the market as a fact did not exist, how to explain that soon after a
large soy crop (and therefore of a large supply in the market) its price tends to lower? How to
deny that the rental of beach houses tends to increase in the summer (during the high season),
when the demand for them increases?

  

 

  

The market is not separate from society; it is an integral part of it. And thus, as any social fact, it
can be regulated by legal rules (with a higher or lower social and economic effectiveness). If
there were no market, it certainly could not be the object of legal relationships. Therefore, one
cannot say that the market is something artificially guaranteed by the legal system as it is stated
by some who attack the spontaneous characteristic of the market forces. What one can discuss
is whether it always works properly and efficiently. And the answer to this question is no. Hence
the possibility of intervention or regulation by legal institutions.

  

 

  

Since markets are imperfect, transaction costs (costs incurred by the parties to negotiate and to
enforce an agreement) are unavoidable. [21]  One of the significant roles of the law is to reduce
these transaction costs. It can also be stated that, at least from an economic viewpoint, the
more developed the legal principles, the more propitious is the environment for their natural
development, due to the reduction in transaction costs. The more solid and fairer the legal
system of a country are (guaranteeing the property and business contracts), the better their
institutions. [22]  For this reason, this paper
intends to interpret section 421 of the New Civil Code in a way that strengthens the legal
institutions (the contract, among them) for a good performance of the economic system.

  

 

  

The economic analysis provides measuring tools for this social functioning of contracts (or for
the “externalities” according to the economic jargon) within the market scope, such as Pareto's
analysis (there will not be a collective improvement unless the improvement of a person does
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not correspond proportionally to the loss of another), or as Kaldor-Ricks’ analysis (which
accepts some considerations about costs and benefits of gains and losses on certain changes).

  

 

  

For an example of this reasoning, see the research conducted by the Institute PENSA/USP for
the case that was named “green soy”. [23]  It has empirically proven that the appellate review of
rural contracts in the state of Goiás (one of them quoted above) has caused difficulties for
farmers of that place to finance crops in the following year, thus showing that the benefits of
those who filed lawsuits was negatively counterbalanced by the losses of the remaining group
that worked in that soy planting market. [24]

  

 

  

The facts were that some crops, like soy, were financed, in many cases, by private capital, in
other words, traders purchased the crop in advance, paying the farmer immediately, and the
latter was able to fund his harvest. And in the following year, this farmer, who had already
estimated his profit in the advanced sale price, delivered the product.

  

 

  

But there was an unexpected valuation of the soy, and some farmers filed a suit to review these
agreements, alleging there was unpredictability, unjust enrichment, etc, so as not to comply with
the agreement, i.e., in order to avoid delivering their yield to the traders.

  

 

  

The Supreme Court of the State of Goiás, based on the social function of the contract, reviewed
the agreements and released the farmers who filed the lawsuits (who were deemed to be in a
weak bargaining position) from having to fully comply with the agreement. This second order
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outcome was not perceived by judges who decided the cases.

  

 

  

The consequence (to the farming community) of the judicial decisions was that all the others
farmers who did not file lawsuits were harmed, since the traders of the region did not want to
continue with this advanced purchasing of the crop. This is because there would be an obvious
risk of loss to the traders in proceeding with such transaction, since if in the year following the
agreement the soy price would be lower than the agreed, they would have to bear the loss, and
if it were higher, farmers would file lawsuits allowing them not to comply with the terms of the
agreement.

  

  

  

On the other hand, there are interesting court decisions that, even without resorting to the
economic analysis tools, intuitively realize this social function of the contract in a market
environment:

  

 

  

“To admit the legality of the procedure intended by the claimants (contractual review of a real
estate financing) would imply in the appearance of a dangerous precedent, with serious
consequences for the complex and strict national housing system, whose structure and
operating mechanism has been well explained by Caio Tácito [...]: ‘furthermore, the real estate
agreements are, in this case, an integral part of an interconnected whole, of a global financing
system that has the additional role of maintaining  the stability of its sources of finance[...].”
FEDERAL REGIONAL COURT – 4th region. Rehearing en Banc in the Civil Appeal no. 17,224,
Relater: Federal Associate Justice Luiz Carlos Lugon.  
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“What supports the economic reasoning that, in a point in time of monthly inflation rates next to
zero, interests exceeding 1% per month are abusive? With all due respect, there is no basis
for this, much less of an economic nature
. In any commercial or industrial activity, the price of the product sale cannot be lower than its
respective cost.  (...) The interest rate is fully disconnected from the inflation rate. 
The inflation is low, but the cost of the money is high (...) and this cannot be reduced by
legal writing.
This is economic policy dictated by a government decree, which goes against the the
control of the courts
”. (Special Appeal no. 271,214 of the High Court of Appeals, Relater Associate Justice Ari
Pargendler, dated of March 12, 2003).

  

  

  

Therefore, as we have already stated, we are not accepting that the market is a perfect
regulatory environment and that law can do nothing about it except enforce private agreements.

  

 

  

There are imperfections in the market: they can be found in the competition framework, which
makes free competition and free initiative difficult due to a great concentration of the economic
power; b) there can be problems related to information asymmetry, among others. [25]

  

 

  

In relation to the first identified issue, in Brazil the Antitrust Law (Law 8884/94) as the Sherman
Act in the
United States that deals with market structures, and tries to inhibit the abuse of the economic
power, resulting in the creation of the Brazilian regulatory agency for competition: the
Administrative Council for Economic Defense (CADE). By controlling economic power that could
reasonably affect the market – penalizing the abuse of dominant positions in a given market,
and by means of agreements among competitors such as cartels – one would be indirectly
controlling the power imbalance between the contracting parties.
[26]
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To correct the information asymmetry problem there the Consumer Defense Code (Law
8038/90) is already in place. This Code guarantees, in section 6, wide access to information on
products and services traded in the market, under the penalty of strict liability on the supplier.
For this reason, the Consumer Defense Code pairs up with the Competition Law, and both
complete each other for the effective market regulation. [27]

  

 

  

Considering all these issues, if we follow this line of thought, what can the contract offer to the
market? [28]

  

 

  

a) It can offer a regulatory framework for legal protection;

  

b) It can minimize communication problems;

  

c) It can safeguard the assets of each economic agent;

  

d) It can create protection instruments against opportunism;

  

e) It can generate reimbursement and risk allocation mechanisms;
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f) It can create incentives to future renegotiations ex post when necessary.

  

 

  

In short, the contract provides security and predictability to the economic and social
transactions, protecting the expectations of the economic agents – which corresponds to an 
important institutional and social role.

  

 

  

CONCLUSION

  

 

  

We have tried to demonstrate the position of Brazilian jurists and the national Judiciary on the
controversial section 421 of the New Civil Code, which limits the freedom of the contracting
parties to its social function.

  

 

  

It has been examined that most jurists and judges tend to see this article as a manifestation of
the “publicization” of Private Law, which would now be guided by distributive fairness criteria to
benefit the less favored. This understanding has been justifying the position of some country
courts that support the contract review, entitling the judge (State) to interfere in the agreement
entered into between the parties, to avoid clauses, and to establish rights and obligations not
bargained by the parties, because the contract would not be a space for freedom (but for
oppression), with the judge being left with the responsibility of having to adjust the contracting
parties’ bargaining powers.
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In this paper we defended that the economic analysis of law can be used to explain the social
function of the contract in a market environment.  This position allows the perception of the
community as the weak party not just in the contract, but also in the society as a whole which,
effectively or potentially, integrate a certain market of goods and services. Furthermore, the
economic analysis of law the contract's external elements to be measured under certain
aspects, thus leading the interpreter to the path that generates less losses to the community or,
in other words, more social efficiency.
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presumed that the weaker party were not strong enough to bargain and simply submit it self to
the abusive will power of the traders. It was up to the Court to limit this will power of the traders.
That decision was underpinned in the principle of the social function of the contract.
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do mercado (...). RT, São Paulo, vol. 750, abr. 1998, pp. 113-120; RODRIGUES JÚNIOR,
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